
February 11th Meeting notes

Date

11 Feb 2016

Links

Permanent Wiki Page: https://goo.gl/xN2ZG1

Attendees

Graham Triggs, Duraspace
Brian Lowe, Ontocale
Steven McCauley
Mike Conlon, Duraspace
Huda Khan, Cornell
John
Ted Lawless, Thomson Reuters
Benjamin Gross, UNAVCO
Alex Viggio, CU Boulder
Don Elsborg, CU Boulder
Justin Littman, George Washington University
Jim Blake, Cornell
Tim Worrall, Cornell
Dana Deseck-Piazzon
Patrick West, RPI
Paul Friedman, NU
Rob

Announcements

VIVO Conference now accepting submissions for presentations, posters, workshops, etc.
OpenVIVO demonstration system planned for Force11 and other conferences.

Discussion items

Time Item Who Notes

  Intro Graham Triggs Introduction and general announcements

  Support Graham Triggs JIRA Tickets and Pull Requests

  EarthCollab / JSON Huda Khan Show EarthCollab JSON extensions, and discuss contribution to VIVO core

  OpenVIVO Graham Triggs Discuss development of OpenVIVO demo for Force11, seek potential collaborators

Notes

JIRA Tickets
VIVO-1229 was reported by Benjamin, has a proposed solution which he will commit for the next release.

GitHub Pull Request
Brian has improved the performance of writes to the triple store. Will merge prior to the next release, but currently on hold whilst we 
ensure there are no existing problems from the Maven changes that may come to light whilst working on OpenVIVO.

EarthCollab potential contributions
Huda demonstrated an extended view of the RDF for a profile, and a JSON serialisation.
The RDF extension seems uncontroversial, and everyone looks forward to seeing contributed.
JSON serialisation is of the Template model used in FreeMarker. Whilst this is functional in the short term, Graham noted that it was not 
a clear, concise model of the data that could be consumed by non-linked data experts - Justin confirmed that his JSON work had been 
targeting the use of case of non-linked data users.
Serialising the data model that drives the Freemarker templates is also prone to instability in upgrades - it doesn't just risk a change to 
the underlying ontology affecting the serialisation, but also any changes that we might make to the Freemarker templates necessitating a 
different contract between the back and front ends.
There wasn't a significant appetite for a JSON serialisation of the template model on the call, most people would prefer a simpler, clearer 
JSON model.

OpenVIVO demonstration
Confirmed on the developers call that we are actively pursuing, and have a task force to produce, a demonstration OpenVIVO system by 
the time of the Force16 conference.
Graham demonstrated the current work to make it possible to enter a DOI and claim an author / editorship against that work.
Sought potential collaborators to fulfil some of the other requirements for branding, etc.
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 Recent JIRA Tickets

Unable to locate Jira server for this macro. It may be due to Application Link configuration. 

Unable to locate Jira server for this macro. It may be due to Application Link configuration. 

GitHub Pull Requests

Improvements to write performance (Brian Lowe) - https://github.com/vivo-project/Vitro/pull/31

 

Call-in Information

Calls are held every Thursday at 1 pm eastern time – convert to your time at http://www.thetimezoneconverter.com

Date: Every Thursday, no end date
Time: 1:00 pm, Eastern Daylight Time (New York, GMT-04:00)
Meeting Number: 198 167 928

To join the online meeting

Go to https://meetings.webex.com/collabs/#/meetings/detail?uuid=MBN4IM7EJ72J61KLWIMMLJ2K2O-X9UN&rnd=356356.29737
If requested, enter your name and email address.
Click "Join".

1. Call in to the meeting:

   +1-415-655-0001 (Call-in toll number (US/Canada))

2. Enter the access code:

   198 167 928 #

Unable to locate Jira server for this macro. It may be due to Application Link configuration. 

Unable to locate Jira server for this macro. It may be due to Application Link configuration. 
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